Case study

CCPA Compliance for Major
Publishing House
Client
The client is a multinational corporation based in Des Moines, Iowa, that provides business
process outsourcing and customer data management to various industries worldwide. It is also
the largest magazine fulfillment house in North America.

Challenges
Process data across regions without violating local data privacy regulations.
Build from grounds up a CCPA solution with API integrations.
Application of different anonymization techniques as per defined data use and global
data privacy regulatory stipulations.

LTI Solution
Designed dynamic workflows to implement anonymization based on rule engine.
Introduced data anonymization techniques based on PII discovery and data privacy laws.
Built a Java microservices-based system on AWS with integrations to systems over the internet
and with systems on-premise.
Used Terraform to create infra-as-code and integrate with AWS DevOps process for seamless
deployment on many environments.
Exposed APIs with OAUTH2 integrations, powered by Lambda for secure integrations with
Java services.
Enabled intuitive dashboard to track and monitor different steps of anonymization lifecycle.
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Key Takeaway:
Adding unique capabilities across cloud, serverless data
warehousing to comply with local and global data privacy
regulations.

LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients
succeed in a converging world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate
their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud
journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled
real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team
of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology
operations
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